INTRODUCTION
In designing questionnaires many choices have to be made, for example choices concerning question wording. Research has repeatedly demonstrated that small differences in the question wording causes large effects on the answers obtained (see Jobe & Mingay, 1991 , for a review). These are called wording effects. For example, it turns out that answers to assertions are much less extreme than questions in question format (Petty, Rennier & Cacioppo, 1987) .
Wording effects are a threat to the validity of survey questions, because the questionnaire designer can not be sure which particular question wording measures s/he intends to measure: the real opinion, the true attitude, can not be recovered. This communication problem can be solved by explaining the wording effect, using linguistic and psychological theories describing the differences between the two questions, and conducting additional experiments in order to test these explanatory hypotheses. If the wording effect is explained, this can serve as a basis to solve the validity problem. At least equally important, however, is the more fundamental goal of gaining insight into the cognitive processes underlying question answering, and into the variables that affect responses (Cicourel, 1982) . Wording effect research provides the opportunity to investigate question/answer processes and (differences in) meaning in a relatively natural task, thus providing ecological validity (Holleman, 1994) . The theoretical as well as the practical research goals demand the same: more insight is needed into the relationship between the answers people give, and the opinion they have.
A wording effect that has received a lot of attention in more than half a century of research is the forbid/allow asymmetry, first identified by Rugg (1941 nation has not been found, so far. In this article a meta-analysis of all research into the forbid/allow asymmetry will be discussed. First of all it will be tested whether the asymmetry exists at all. Second, analyses will focus on explanations of the asymmetry using all previous research results that could be found in the literature.
FORBID/ALLOW ASYMMETRY
Although the verbs 'forbid' and 'allow' are considered to be each others' counterparts, the answers to questions with the verb 'forbid' turn out not to be opposite to the answers to questions with the verb 'allow'. The forbid/allow asymmetry means that a question worded with 'forbid' elicits more 'no, not forbid' answers than 'yes allow' in answer to the equivalent 'allow' question. Rugg (1941) found that respondents were more likely to support freedom of speech when the question was worded with the verb 'forbid', than when it was worded using the verb 'allow' -resulting in a difference of 21% between answers to two questions that are generally considered to be logically equivalent.
As can be seen in the figure containing some examples of forbid/allow questions ( Fig. 1) , an experiment by Hippler and Schwarz (1986) elicited a difference of 14% between 'not forbid' and 'yes allow', and a forbid/allow question posed by Holleman a difference of 11.1%. A lot of research into the forbid/allow asymmetry has been done. In the literature 52 forbid/ allow questions could be found, in 15 different experiments, administered in different languages and countries (Bishop, Hippler, Schwarz, & Strack, 1988; Hippler & Schwarz, 1986 ; Holleman, MS; Krosnick & Schuman, 1988; Rugg, 1941; Schuman & Presser, 1981; Waterplas, Billiet, & Loosveldt, 1988;  ). An important problem of research into the forbid/allow asymmetry (and of research into many other wording or response effects as well), is that most experiments consist of one manipulated question only. This causes difficulties generalising the wording effect. On first sight, looking at all the experimental results, it is not certain whether the asymmetry exists at all, as the forbid/allow asymmetry is not always found. When it is not, researchers tend to formulate post-hoc hypotheses to explain the absence of the effect. Those hypotheses are hardly ever tested in subsequent research. Neither is it obvious whether this would be worthwhile, because as most forbid/allow experiments consist of one manipulated question only, there are always several possible causes for the asymmetry not to occur: differences in respondent characteristics, as well as administration mode, question issue, etc. (Waterplas et al., 1988) .
GENERALISING THE FORBID/ALLOW ASYMMETRY
In order to be able to generalise the effect, analysis has to done over all experiments at the same time, instead of per single question. This was the first thing that was done in the meta-analysis, by using a (sort of) t test over all 52 forbid/ At the same time, huge differences in the size of the wording effect are found: the standard deviation is 9.85, the variance is large (97). This means that for 95% of the questions the difference between 'not forbid' and 'yes allow' lies between -6% and +34%: in some cases the asymmetry does not occur, in some cases it is large.
EXPLANATIONS FOR THE FORBID/ ALLOW ASYMMETRY
The basic explanation for the forbid/allow asymmetry, point of departure in all forbid/allow literature, focuses on the connotations of 'forbid' and 'allow': "the former sounds harsher and may therefore be more difficult to endorse, whereas the latter in some context might seem to encourage a deviant behavior and therefore may invite opposition" (Schuman & Presser, 1981, p. 296) . "Thus what we have called tone of wording, could be the sole source of the effect." (Schuman & Presser, 1981, p. 280) .
Although it does seem plausible for the connotations of 'forbid' and 'allow' to cause the asymmetry, two problems are attached to this explanation.
First, the explanation as worded by Schuman and Presser predicts that the asymmetry will occur quite constantly, and always have about the same size. Differences in the size of the asymmetry, then, should only reflect random error, and not be related systematically to other question characteristics, to the administration mode or to respondent characteristics. The amount of variance found in the asymmetry size raises serious doubts on this point, and offers room to look for explanations in addition to the connotations hypothesis.
Therefore, a second part of the meta-analysis (see the next section) was conducted, focusing on which characteristics of the question, the respondents, or the administration mode are systematically related to the size of the asymmetry. Insight into the causes of the variance may well provide insight into the mechanisms that cause the asymmetry, next to, or in interplay with, the connotations of 'forbid' and 'allow'. For in the forbid/allow literature, many explanations have been offered in addition to the connotations hypothesis. One of these focuses on attitude strength, and theorises that respondents holding a weak or very balanced opinion would be mainly responsible for the asymmetry. They find an affirmative answer too strong (because of the connotations of both verbs) and answer 'no' without realising that this implies an affirmative answer as well: 'no, not forbid' implies 'yes, 1. Analysis was done using a method of Iterative Generalised Least Squares, distinguishing between two levels of variance: variance between questions within experiments, and variance between experiments. This was done because questions within the same experiment can be expected to be more similar to each other than questions administered in different experiments (because of different respondents, for example). Distinguishing two levels facilitated interpretation of the results. However, here results will be reported using the overall variance figures.
2. Effect size is "the degree to which the phenomenon is present in the population" or "the degree to which the null hypothesis is false" (Cohen, 1977, pp. 9-10) . This can be calculated by division of the mean effect size by the standard deviation of the difference between 'forbid'-and 'allow'-answers. The obtained effect size can then be evaluated using Cohen's criteria, by which an effect of about 0.2 standard deviation is defined as a small effect, effects of about half a standard deviation as medium effects, and effects of about 0.8 standard deviation are judged as large effects (Wolf, 1986 ).
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BREGJE HOLLEMAN allow' (Hippler & Schwarz, 1986; cf. Fazio et al., 1982) . This is about the only explanation that has been tested explicitly. Results are ambivalent however, probably partly because of differences in the operationalisation of the concept attitude strength. In addition many other explanatory hypotheses for variation in the size of the asymmetry have been offered. Most of these have not been tested. Next to the hypothesised influence of psychological factors, such as attitude strength, three categories of hypotheses can be distinguished. First there are linguistic hypotheses, that focus on the effects of indicators of linguistic complexity. Questions that are linguistically complex would demand such an amount of working memory and attention in order to interpret the text that respondents during question answering do not realise that not forbidding actually implies allowing, thus causing a larger asymmetry for linguistically complex questions (Schuman & Presser, 1981) . Second, there are hypotheses that focus on the influence of question content on the nature of the asymmetry between 'forbid' and 'allow'. For example, if a question is about an issue that is forbidden at the time the question is posed, the verb 'allow' may get a more 'active' and 'changing' meaning than when the issue was allowed at the time the question was posed. Third, characteristics of the administration mode of the question may influence the size of the asymmetry. For example: a question posed by phone or face-to-face gives the respondent less time to process the question and think of an answer than a written questionnaire. The respondent has less time to realise the implications of a negative answer -therefore, the asymmetry found in oral questionnaires may be larger.
A second problem connected to the connotations explanation is that it does not provide any real insight into the cognitive mechanisms underlying the asymmetry -causing it to remain a posthoc explanation rather than a hypothesis to be tested further. When explaining the forbid/ allow asymmetry one wants to obtain insight into the relationship between the answers given to forbid-or allow-questions, and the attitudes the answers reflect. Generally, four stages are distinguished within the question/answer process: interpretation of the question, location of the relevant attitude structure, retrieval of the attitude (or formation of the attitude), and fitting the judgment onto one of the precoded answering categories (cf. Sudman, Bradburn, & Schwarz, 1996; Tourangeau & Rasinski, 1988) . The connotations hypothesis does not make explicit whether the difference between forbid/allow answers is caused in the first two stages of the question/answer process (during attitude localisation and retrieving, or formation); or whether similar attitudes are being measured and the asymmetry stems from the last stage, in which the opinion is mapped onto the answering options 'yes' or 'no'. Does the explanation, as worded by Schuman and Presser, mean that answers to 'forbid' questions reflect different attitudes than answers to equivalent 'allow'-questions? The connotations, or semantic fields of both verbs in general, may be that strong that not only the attitude towards a specific issue (abortion, for example) is measured, but also a general attitude towards forbidding or allowing. But it may also be the case that the asymmetry results from slight changes in perceptions of the meanings of attitude questions response options. Krosnick and Schuman (1988) theorise the asymmetry to be caused by differences in the way respondents map their answers to the answering options due to the use of 'forbid' and 'allow': "[...] 'not allowing' is perceived as a less extreme stance than is 'forbidding'."
This distinction between different attitudes being measured, versus similar attitudes being expressed differently onto the response options, is not only relevant for a better understanding of the question/answer process, but it is relevant for practice as well. If forbid/allow questions measure different attitudes, forbid/allow questions differ in validity. Either, or both, may not measure what the researcher intends to measure. But if forbid/allow questions measure a similar attitude, then they are equally valid, even though the answers to the questions differ. In that latter case, however, it is difficult, if not impossible, for the questionnaire designer to translate the yes/no answers back correctly to the true attitude. Whether the forbid/allow asymmetry is caused by the retrieval of (partly) different attitudes due to the use of both verbs, or whether it is caused by a difference in mapping of the answers to the answering options, was tested by setting up two experiments (one on attitudes towards environmental issues, one on attitudes towards ethnic groups) using a correlational design with a within-as well as a between-subjects design. Forbid-and allow questions can only measure the same attitude if they correlate with unity, i.e., if they have a correlation of one. 3 Analysis revealed that 'forbid' and 'allow' questions correlate highly. This means that ranking of respondents based on their answer to 'forbid' questions results in a similar order of respondents as would a ranking on the basis of their answers to 'allow' questions. This may lead to the conclusion that questions worded with either verb do measure similar attitudes. However, in both experiments observed scores and error scores to 'forbid' questions differ from those of 'allow' questions: the percentages 'yes' to 'forbid' differ from the percentages 'no' to 'allow'. This means that similar attitudes are expressed differently on the answering scale due to the use of 'forbid' and 'allow'. The interpretation of Krosnick and Schuman (1988) of the connotations explanation is correct: the answering options have different meanings due to the question wording. The extreme connotations of 'forbid' and 'allow' may be an explanation for this. But first of all it is feasible to check whether Schuman & Presser's claim that this might be "the sole source of the wording effect" is correct and if not, which other explanations seem warranted. This will be discussed in the next section.
LOOKING FOR ADDITIONAL EXPLANA-TIONS
An affirmative 'yes' to 'forbid' does not mean the same as a 'no' to 'allow'. Schuman and Presser theorise that the sole reason for this may be the rather extreme connotations of both verbs. This would suggest that the asymmetry occurs in every question, and is about the same size all the time. The huge variances found in the asymmetry size, however, suggest that there is room for additional explanations. Therefore, it was explored which question characteristics, respondent characteristics or other characteristics are related to differences in the asymmetry size. Insight into the 'causes' of the variance may provide insight into the mechanisms that explain the origin of the asymmetry.
As was described earlier, the many additional explanations that have been offered in addition to the connotations hypothesis can be divided into four groups: explanations concerning psychological factors, linguistic hypotheses, hypotheses concerning question content, and hypotheses concerning characteristics of the administration mode. Of course, it would have been possible to test all of these explanations for variation in the size of the asymmetry experimentally. However, most explanations were based on the results obtained with just one question. So it seemed more useful to check first of all whether those explanatory suggestions are altogether true when analysing over all forbid/ allow questions at the same time.
This was done by coding as many characteristics (like the ones mentioned above) as possible. This resulted in 15 explanatory variables, which were coded with either 0 or 1, so that the asymmetry size for, for example, oral questions (1) could be compared to the asymmetry size for written questions (0). The dependent variable was the difference between the answering percentage 'not forbid' and 'yes allow', again weighted for the number of respondents.
For each of the coded characteristics three effect characteristics were taken into account: significance of the effect, the amount of variance being explained (within and between experiments), and the mean effect size. Each of these effect sizes is important. The percentage variance explained is an indication of the explanatory power of a variable, but can also be an indication of incidental variation in presence or absence of a particular variable in this set of 3. What is meant here is a correlation coefficient corrected for attenuation, cf. the concept of congenericity (Jöreskog, 1971) . See Holleman (MS) for technicalities of the design used in both experiments.
number of sentences in each question was coded: most questions consist of only one sentence, if more sentences were used, this variable was coded 1. 5 Also the use of nominalisations is supposed to increase linguistic complexity, because the degree of abstraction of the text is increased by leaving out the actor of the nominalised verb (Onrust et al., 1993) . In this question set, however, almost all questions contain nominalisations. 6 For this analysis it was coded whether a question contained nominalisations followed by predicates indicating the actor or the object of the verb. Although the use of predicates causes the question content to be less abstract, it causes the question to be linguistically more complex as well. Lastly, the degree of abstractness is usually measured as an indicator of linguistic complexity. The use of abstract terms can cause difficulties for the respondent in comparing the abstract term to the more specific or concrete term in his/her own head. Specific information in the respondent's memory has to be integrated with inferences in order to compare it to the abstract term in the question, causing the respondent to pay less attention to the implications of answering 'no'. Also the effects of several content characteristics were looked into. Among others, the degree of morality of the issue at stake, and the status quo of the issue -i.e., whether or not the issue was forbidden at the moment the question was posed. Hypotheses on the effects of content characteristics were not very strong beforehand. For morality, offered by Waterplas et al. (1988) as a possible relevant content characteristic, the hypothesis was that issues with a high degree of morality are usually more abstract and without indication of the actor that should 'do' the forbidding, whereas less moral, and more legal, isquestions. If only one question was administered orally in the question set, then it is not very likely for this variable to explain a lot of variance. The significance of the effect is also partly dependent on the occurrence of characteristics in this question set, and is a prerequisite to base conclusions on any effect. The effect size indicates whether the effect of an explanatory variable is large enough to be meaningful, for example for future research.
The effects 4 of 15 explanatory variables were analysed. Here only a few will be discussed, as a demonstration of how this kind of analysis works, and what kind of interpretation problems can arise.
First of all, the complexity of the issue in the question was coded. The theory concerning attitude strength discussed earlier hypothesises that respondents with a rather weak opinion, or holding a moderate or ambivalent opinion, find agreeing to either question too extreme, because of the extreme connotations of forbid and allow. When the issue in the question is very complex, more respondents are likely to have an ambivalent or weak opinion. So then the asymmetry should be larger. Whereas complexity depends on individual respondents, 15 students were asked to judge the complexity of the issue (resulting in an interrater reliability of 0.8).
Also, there is some literature hypothesising that the asymmetry will be larger if the question is linguistically complex, because then it would take more working memory to process it during the interpretation stage, causing respondents not to realise in the answering stage that the answer 'no' to 'forbid' implies a 'yes' to 'allow'. In linguistic and psychological literature many indicators of linguistic complexity can be found, for example, the length of the sentences, or the length of the text. Longer questions are theorised to be more difficult, because they place a heavier load on working memory (Angleitner, John, & Löhr, 1986, p. 81) . For this analysis, the sues are possibly more concrete. If this is indeed the case, one would expect a smaller asymmetry for the more concrete act of forbidding/allowing, so for the 'less moral' issues. The effect of status quo was hypothesised to be that the active and changing connotation of 'forbid' weakens when the issue at stake is forbidden at the moment the question is posed. This would cause the asymmetry to diminish in size, respondents finding it easier to say 'yes' to a less extreme 'forbid'. At the same time, the connotation of 'allow' may get a more active connotation in this case, thus undoing this effect, respondents now finding it too extreme to answer affirmative to 'allow'. Intuitively one would say, however, that the connotations of 'forbid' are more extreme than those of 'allow', causing the asymmetry to diminish when the status quo of the issue at stake is forbidden.
FINDINGS
As reported earlier, when explanatory variables are not taken into account, the mean difference between 'not forbid' versus 'allow' answers is 14%. The variance turned out to be large, as the asymmetry size varied between -6% (6% more 'yes allow' than 'not forbid') and 34% (34% more 'not forbid' than 'yes allow'). As will be discussed in this section, 60% of this variance in the asymmetry size could be explained.
The effect of issue complexity is as was predicted: 'not forbid' was answered 19% more than 'yes allow' for questions on complex issues, whereas the asymmetry size was only 11% for questions about non-complex issues. The total amount of variance explained by this variable is quite large: 44% (see Table 1 ).
Two indicators of linguistic complexity have the effect that was expected: the more linguistically complex, the larger the asymmetry. The effect of abstractness is very small: although it does explain a lot of variance, a difference of only 1% is negligible for future research. If a question consists of more than one sentence, the difference between the percentage 'not forbid' and 'yes allow' is larger. This hardly explains any variance, indicating that there is not much variation in this variable in the set of questions. Note that the effect of nominalisations is nonsignificant, so it is not necessary to have a further look into the amount of variance explained by it.
All in all, the effect of these indicators of linguistic complexity is not large or substantial. This is not very surprising, however. The indicators for linguistic complexity used here were Note. The size of the asymmetry in percentages is given for cases in which the variable does occur, and does not occur (e.g. 0 is 'non-complex issues', 1 'complex issues'; 0 is 'non-abstract'; 0 is a question consisting of one sentence, 1 is one consisting of more sentences; 0 is no nominalisations + predicates; 0 is allowed at the moment the question was posed; 0 indicates questions on legal issues, 1 questions on moral issues), column p indicates the significance of the effect, and the last column signifies the total amount of explained variance within as well as between experiments.
the best possible, though not the most elegant. First of all it is hardly possible to code the degree of linguistic complexity without taking the context and content of the question into account: maybe then it would become clear that no simpler linguistic form could have been used given this specific context. Second, not every linguistic characteristic of a question necessarily has to play a role in the final representation (Verhagen, 1997) . One nominalisation in one question may have no effect, whereas a questionnaire loaded with nominalisations can be experienced to be very linguistically complex. These are things that were not, and could not, be taken into account in the coding. The effect of morality is as was predicted: questions on moral issues show a larger asymmetry (16%) than questions on legal issues (8%). In Table 1 can be seen that the asymmetry is larger if the issue is forbidden at the moment the question is posed. This is contrary to expectations. Several possible explanations for this finding can be thought of. First of all, on a semantic level, it is possible that the connotations do not change, or change differently from the way that was expected. Second, on a pragmatic level, it may be the case that the connotation of change of forbidding on a semantic level is quite strong, causing a clash in a context in which the act of forbidding implies a preservation of the status quo. Similarly, allow may have a stronger connotation of inactiveness than of activeness, thus causing a similar clash on the pragmatic level for the allow version. But, lastly, it may also very well be the case that this finding is difficult to interpret, because all issues that were forbidden at the moment the question was posed have other similarities apart from just this status quo variable. For example, in this question set, there is a distinct overlap between questions about issues that were forbidden at the moment the question was asked, and questions about ethnic politics, and questions with a high degree of morality.
A meta-analysis being a non-experimental design, this kind of overlap between possibly relevant question characteristics could not be controlled for. This is a data-technical reason to also estimate the effects of all question characteristics in combination with each other -to find out whether, and where, there is overlap between the occurrence of variables, and to estimate interaction effects. Needless to say, there are not only data-technical reasons for doing this. Also from a linguistic-theoretical perspective this would be elegant: it may very well be expected that text characteristics, respondent characteristics (etc.) interact, or have certain threshold values before beginning to have any effect at all (Verhagen, 1997) .
So, what could be done is to compute all possible interaction effects between any two or more variables, and interpret the interaction effects found either as a 'traditional' interaction effect, or as a sign of overlap between two or more variables. However, there are quite a few problems when doing this. First of all, of the 360 cells (the possible interaction effects with 6 variables) only 17 are filled in this data set. So not every interaction effect can be estimated, because of the fact that this dataset is based on a non-experimental design. Second, each interaction effect found would be difficult to interpret, because for each effect one has to find out whether the interaction should be interpreted as an overlap between two (or more) variables in this dataset (as is the case if one of the cells is empty), or as an interaction.
For this reason the analysis was restricted to one interaction effect that could be interpreted, and further the model was kept as simple as possible, mainly consisting of main effects. The only interaction effect estimated was the interaction between issue complexity and abstractness. 7 As can be seen in Table 2 , results of this analysis show that the size of the asymmetry is 17% for questions on complex issues -it does not matter whether these questions contain abstract terms or not. So, complexity leads to a 'ceiling 7. There is a certain overlap between these two variables in this question set, but all cells are filled, so the interaction can be estimated and can be interpreted as a 'traditional' interaction effect and not as the effect of overlap between variables. The overlap is as follows: many questions on non-complex issues are non-abstract (92% of the questions on non-complex issues), and most of the complex issues are abstract (90% of the complex issues).
effect': if the issue is complex, then other characteristics do not seem to play a role for the asymmetry size. Also, an interesting change is visible: estimated separately, questions on abstract issues lead to a larger asymmetry than questions on non-abstract issues. It was hypothesised that because of the load on working memory caused by abstractness, respondents would not realise that not forbidding implies allowing. Now it turns out that if complexity is taken into account, the degree of abstractness is only important for non-complex questions. Furthermore, now abstractness leads to a smaller asymmetry, which contradicts expectations as well as previous results. This finding can only be explained by posthoc hypothesising, to be tested in an experimental design. A possible explanation could be the following. Abstraction was coded as an indicator of linguistic complexity, which would increase the processing effort needed in the interpretation and attitude localisation stage. The large memory load would lead to a larger asymmetry in the answering stage, because respondents do not have enough attention for the implications of a negative answer. Maybe this is indeed the case for questions about complex issues. But issue complexity in itself already causes a maximum asymmetry size. At the same time, for questions on non-complex issues containing abstract terms, respondents may use the interpretation room the abstract term offers to choose an interpretation for the question that creates optimal possibilities to form or locate an extreme opinion, and be able to choose between the answering options offered, thus decreasing the asymmetry size. So when answering questions about non-complex issues containing abstract terms, respondents choose an interpretation for the abstract term that enables them to be extreme, and fulfill this specific communicative task: answering yes or no to a forbid/allow question.
Now that the interaction effect has been analysed, it is important to estimate the effects all together, instead of just individually, to detect possible overlap between characteristics in this dataset (see Table 3 ). Doing this, no important change can be found for most variables. All effects are a bit smaller, due to overlap between variables. Noticeably smaller are the effects of status quo and morality, indicating some overlap between these two variables, as was suggested earlier. 8 So hypotheses on the effects of status quo or morality can hardly be tested on this data set. Note that the effects of abstractness and issue complexity in this estimation did not change substantially from the estimations in Table 2 . Also, one has to be aware that, although the main effects of abstractness and complexity are in this Table 3 , it is difficult to interpret them now that the interaction effect is significant. Note. The total amount of variance in the asymmetry size explained by this interaction effect is 44%. Note. The total amount of variance explained with this set of variables is 60%.
8. Almost 97% of all legal issues were allowed at the moment the question was posed, whereas 20% of the moral issues was forbidden at the moment the question was posed. Only about 1% of questions on issues that were forbidden at the moment the question was posed were about legal issues.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Concluding, several things can been learned on the basis of the analyses presented here. First of all, the main finding of this meta-analysis is that the forbid/allow asymmetry does exist. Overall, 'not forbid' is answered 14% more than 'yes allow': a small difference in question wording turns out to make a big difference for the answers. The connotations hypothesis only offers a partial explanation: it does explain why people prefer to say 'no' instead of 'yes'; as the asymmetry could as well have been in the opposite direction, as the preference for agreement-principle (cf. Sacks, 1987) would predict. But apart from the variation in the use of 'forbid' or 'allow', many other question characteristics turn out to influence the size of the wording effect, which indicates that research on the influence of (question) characteristics on the answering process remains essential and should not be limited to forbid/allow alone. The effect of the use of either verb seems to be diminished (abstraction), facilitated (complexity) or shaped (morality) by several question or respondent characteristics. The large amount of variance in the asymmetry size offers room for additional explanations, apart from the connotations of 'forbid' and 'allow'. Based on the explanations for the asymmetry offered in the literature, the effects of fifteen explanatory variables were explored. In this article, the effects of six of these variables were discussed: the psychological variable 'issue complexity', the linguistic variables 'number of sentences', 'nominalisations', and 'abstractness', and two content variables 'status quo' and 'morality'.
As an individual effect, the most important characteristic turns out to be the degree of issue complexity, for it explains a lot of variance, and causes a large difference in asymmetry size. This supports theories on attitude strength, assuming more respondents holding a weak or ambivalent opinion will be found the more complex the issue in the question. The asymmetry is larger for complex issues, supporting the attitude strength hypothesis which states that mainly respondents holding a weak or ambivalent opinion are responsible for the asymmetry. They answer 'no' to the forbid-as well as to the allowquestion, finding agreeing to either question too extreme.
It is difficult to interpret this main effect of complexity however, because the effect is not constant for all levels of abstractness. This interaction effect is the most important explanatory variable found in this meta-analysis. It indicates that the source of the asymmetry has to be found in characteristics of the communicative task as a whole. When answering attitude questions in yes/no-format respondents have to interpret the question, locate or form the requested attitude, and map their answer, their opinion, onto one of the precoded answering options. Previous experiments already showed (Holleman, MS) that forbid/allow questions measure similar atttitudes, but that the similar attitudes are expressed differently on the answering scales: forbid/allow questions are equally valid, but the conclusions based on the answers are not.
Based on the interaction effect found in this meta-analysis, one may hypothesise that especially the no-answer seems to represent a melting pot of several different opinions, such as "no, I do not think it should be forbidden/allowed", "no, I do not have an opinion on this, so I do not want to answer affirmative", or "no, I only moderately agree with forbidding/allowing, so I can not answer yes". Respondents holding a weak or ambivalent attitude answer 'no' because they find answering affirmative too extreme. Forbid and allow may well be each others' counterparts, but no to forbid is not a counterpart of yes to allow -not always, anyway. Respondents do try, however, to fulfill the communicative task: if the question leaves room for it, they prefer to interpret the (abstract or vague words in the) question in such a way that it is possible for them to answer affirmative, to answer extreme, instead of stretching the meaning of the answering option 'no'. Further, experimental, research should continue from this hypothesis.
The set of six explanatory variables tested in this meta-analysis explains 60% of the variance in the size of the asymmetry. Of this 60%, most is explained by the interaction effect between complexity and abstractness, again stressing the importance of these variables. The effects of the Downloaded by [Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam] at 13:05 25 October 2012 content variables 'morality' and 'status quo' are difficult to interpret. Because of their huge overlap within this question set, no hypotheses can be based on these effects generalising beyond this data set. The effect of the number of sentences in each question is quite stable: questions consisting of more than one sentence lead to a larger asymmetry. However, the amount of variance explained by it is quite small (due to the fact that most questions in this set only consist of one sentence: variation on this point is small), and furthermore, the theory that might explain the effect of the number of sentences is rather thin. Longer questions supposedly are linguistically more complex, just because of their length and the load on working memory that places, whereas it is just as plausible to assume that questions consisting of more sentences are more concrete, and consist of more explanation of the object or backgrounds of the question. So for future research, one may assign a low priority to this explanatory variable.
In general this meta-analysis demonstrated that in natural language processing the effects of text or context characteristics overlap or interact. Within the large and complex communicative task of answering an attitude question several kinds of question characteristics that may be theorised to be of possible importance in themselves may turn out not to play a substantial role among other characteristics. Also it was shown that the context of survey research offers possibilities of doing research on language interpretation and question/answer processes in a (relatively) natural task, a task in which it is possible to relate text-or respondent characteristics to quantitative reactions (i.e., the percentages yes/no).
Finally, it has also been made clear that metaanalytic techniques can be very helpful in cumulating years of research. Once the analysis aims at explaining a phenomenon, such as the forbid/allow asymmetry, one has to be careful not to interpret findings too quickly in terms of generalisations beyond the data set. Analysis has to be done carefully step by step, using each result to get more insight into the structure of the dataset and the interdependencies between variables. Then an exploratory meta-analysis performed on a dataset like this one can generate useful hypotheses that provide insight into the mechanisms behind the wording effect and that can be tested in experimental research.
Knowing the results of this meta-analysis then, which question should be preferred, the forbid question or the allow question? The large variance in asymmetry size means that the asymmetry is sometimes large, and sometimes does not occur. In other words, sometimes the conclusions based on the answers to a forbid/allow question are equally valid, whereas sometimes the conclusions based on one of either questions is more valid than a conclusion based on the other.
This meta-analysis indicates that the asymmetry size is dependent of question-and respondent characteristics that are not related to the attitude the question intends to measure. However, as the dependent variable was the difference between the 'not forbid' and 'yes allow' answers, and because in this meta-analysis it was not possible to compare equivalent questions with and without a certain characteristic (with and without nominalisations, for example), this analysis did not reveal whether the asymmetry size changed because of a change in the forbidanswers, because of a change in the allow-answers, or because of a change in both. Further research could try to find out whether it is the forbid-answers, or rather the allow-answers, that are sensitive to change caused by background variables like attitude strength. As a criterion for the best question wording one could decide that answers to questions that fluctuate least caused by background variables unrelated to the attitude intended to measure are preferable.
